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Merdeka Ri si n g: Part Two of Bl ack Sun , Red Moon :
A Novel of Java (Pap erback)
By Rory Marron

Seventh Citadel, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Drama and Tragedy in the Indonesian Revolution. The pace zips
along. -- Army Rumour Service A good, realistic read of an incident overlooked and based on actual
events. Well worth reading! -- Stuart Guild (27th Field Regiment Royal Artillery, Burma 1944-5 As
Java erupts in violent revolution against Dutch colonial rule, thousands of Europeans interned by
the Japanese become hostages to fortune. Their only hope is a tiny force of peacekeepers--British,
Indian, Gurkha and surrendered Japanese--who stand against the murderous hordes. New loyalties
are tested while old scores are settled in blood amidst massed, spine-chilling roars of Merdeka!
(Freedom!). An ambitious, unconventional, compelling saga of men at war, captivity, forced
prostitution, murder, political dirty tricks and mob terror in Japanese-occupied and revolutionary
Indonesia. Rory Marron s Black Sun, Red Moon and it s finale, Merdeka Rising gives us an almost
tangible glimpse of the chaos that was Java in 1945-46. His writing, infused with imaginative
speculation, is sweeping, poignant, passionate and unflinching. (Publishers Catalogue.) Japan s
sudden surrender ends the Second World War but triggers the Indonesian declaration of
independence from...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It usually does not charge excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad and i suggested this publication to
learn.
-- Alec Veum
This pdf is wonderful. We have go through and so i am certain that i am going to going to study yet again once more in the future. Its been developed in an
exceedingly straightforward way which is merely after i finished reading through this pdf where really transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- O llie B a listr er i
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